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Porous materials are commonly used in microelectronics, as they can meet the demand for

continuously shrinking electronic feature dimensions. However, they are facing severe challenges

in plasma etching, due to plasma induced damage. In this paper, we present both the plasma

characteristics and surface processing during the etching of porous materials. We explain how the

damage occurs in the porous material during plasma etching for a wide range of chuck

temperatures and the responsible mechanism for plasma damage-free etching at cryogenic tempera-

ture, by a combination of experiments and numerical modeling. Published by AIP Publishing.
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.4999439

As the electronic feature dimensions in the semiconduc-

tor industry are continuously shrinking, porous materials are

increasingly being used as inter-metal insulators to address

the critical need for a low dielectric constant (low-k).1–5

However, a lower dielectric constant normally requires an

increased pore size and interconnectivity, which will induce

a high sensitivity to plasma processing, as radicals and ions

can easily penetrate into the interconnected pores, causing

severe damage and degrading the dielectric properties.6–11

Specifically when the feature dimensions drop to 14 nm,12

the damage depth can be comparable with the narrow trench

structures,13,14 which will result in a significant degradation

of the low-k material quality and a non-optimal isolation of

adjacent metal lines. Therefore, protection of porous materi-

als becomes crucial during plasma processing.

Among many different protection strategies,12,15–19 the

pore stuffing approaches are the most straightforward and

efficient way.16–19 By filling the pores with a polymer mate-

rial, the penetration of radicals can be impeded, allowing the

protection of the porous material. Compared to traditional

pore stuffing approaches with pore stuffing and de-stuffing

processes, an alternative protection approach, still in the

research phase, was recently proposed,14 and it also shows

high potential for limited plasma induced damage (PID) dur-

ing plasma etching. By cooling the wafer to cryogenic tem-

perature in fluorocarbon based gas (e.g., C4F8 and C6F6)

before plasma processing, this gas may condense in the pores

as liquid, which can prevent the diffusion of radicals into the

interconnected pores during the subsequent plasma etching.

Finally, after etching, the wafer is brought back to room tem-

perature so that the condensed gas will evaporate, releasing

the pores again. Although the concept of cryogenic filling is

simple, the underlying mechanisms can be quite compli-

cated, as both the cryogenic temperature and the filling can

affect the plasma behavior. All previous research on cryo-

genic pore filling is solely experimental, which is very valu-

able but provides limited insights. The inherent mechanisms

and the interaction between the plasma and “pore filling”

remain indeed very poorly understood.

In this work, we will describe the responsible mecha-

nisms for damage-free cryogenic etching of a porous low-k

material, both experimentally and numerically. Our simula-

tions will show how the PID evolves in the inter-connected

pores, how the protection occurs in the pores filled with the

condensed material, and how the plasma behaves at cryo-

genic temperature when the pore is filled. The insights

obtained from this work are, however, not limited to cryo-

genic etching, and they might apply to other stuffing protec-

tion strategies for porous materials as well.

To experimentally examine the protection effect of the

porous material in condensation-based cryogenic etching, a

porous organosilicate low-k dielectric material, indicated as

p-SiOCH, with an open porosity of 46% and a pore radius of

1.7 nm is being etched by an inductively coupled plasma

(ICP) in a mixture of C4F8 and SF6. The etching is conducted

at different chuck temperatures, and all the samples are

dipped into 0.5% diluted hydrofluoric (dHF) acid liquid for

30 s after etching. Dipping in dHF is used to evaluate the

degree of PID, as the bonds of the terminal Si-CH3 group in

p-SiOCH can protect the low-k matrix from dHF, but

the PID will remove the CH3 groups from the pores of

p-SiOCH, which makes the porous material chemically reac-

tive with dHF.20 Therefore, after dipping into dHF acid,

cross-sectional inspection will point out which part of the

material is damaged by plasma species and removed by dHF.

Figure 1 shows a cross-section of the obtained etching

profiles, measured by scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

At �50 �C, both the trench bottom and the sidewalls are

roughly etched (top left corner), as the F-containing radicals

from the plasma penetrate into the pores and react with the

internal material. Furthermore, the trench sidewalls (pat-

terned structure) are completely removed after dipping in

dHF (top right corner). This indicates that significant chemi-

cal reactions occurred throughout the sidewalls separating

two trenches, i.e., the sidewall damage depth exceeds the

spacing width. In contrast, the surface roughness after plasma

etching is much improved, and all the trench sidewalls are
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preserved under the protection of condensed C4F8 gas at

�110 �C (see the bottom left and right corner of Fig. 1).

To examine what is exactly happening inside the pores

during etching, we study the etching mechanisms of two

adjacent narrow trenches, made of a porous SiO2 dielectric

material, by means of a 2D Monte Carlo model, which forms

part of a hybrid plasma model.21,22 More details about this

model, as well as the chemistry included in the model (i.e.,

list of species and reactions in the gas phase and at the sur-

face), can be found in the supplementary material.

We study the etching mechanisms for different filling

degrees of the porous material. We calculate the filling per-

centage of the pores based on the variation of the refractive

index measured from experiments, as in Ref. 14. Furthermore,

based on the measured dependence of the refractive index on

chuck temperature in Ref. 16, we can estimate the filling per-

centage at different chuck temperatures (see the detailed

explanation in the supplementary material).

In our model, we consider 3 different scenarios, i.e., no

filling (or 100% porous) at �50 �C, 15% filling at �104 �C,

and 50% filling at�110 �C. Although the pores are completely

interconnected in three-dimensional space in the case of no fill-

ing, it is not possible to have a 100% connected porous net-

work in a 2D model, as the pores need to be randomly located

in the cross-section of the material. We thus consider a some-

what larger porosity of 60% (instead of 46% in the experi-

ments) to account for the larger interconnectivity, when

comparing with the experimental data. The average pore radius

is also 1.7 nm, like in the experiments. The condensed C4F8

uniformly fills up the pores from the edges to the centre at an

increasing filling degree. A calculated self-bias of �115 V

develops on the RF electrode, which corresponds to the experi-

mental self-bias of �120 V.

Figure 2 shows the calculated etch profiles at different

chuck temperatures (corresponding to the different pore fill-

ing percentages mentioned above), for a fixed etch time of

160 s. The red color, most clearly observed in Fig. 2(a), indi-

cates the permeation of plasma species and their reactions

with the pores, leading to PID. The interconnected porous

network acts as a channel for the penetration of F-containing

radicals, causing severe damage to the material stucture.

This can be observed more clearly from the etching movies

in the supplementary material of this paper. Specifically, the

middle trench sidewall becomes damaged from two sides at

the same time. In the end, it will become severely damaged

and the main part of the middle trench will be removed by

dHF, which corresponds to the experimental results in Figs.

1(a) and 1(b). Indeed, in practice, more channels will be cre-

ated as the damage develops, finally crossing each other, so

that the radicals can diffuse deeper and deeper.

When lowering the temperature to �104 �C (corre-

sponding to 15% pore filling), the two etched trenches

become absolutely independent and the penetration of radi-

cals in the sidewalls is significantly impeded; see Fig. 2(b).

At �110 �C (50% pore filling), there are almost no penetra-

tion channels anymore [see Fig. 2(c)], the porous material

starts to become well protected, as most pores will be sepa-

rated from each other, and the penetration channels cannot

be developed. The etching profile corresponds to the experi-

mental results in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). When further lowering

the temperature to �115 �C and �120 �C, the porous mate-

rial can be almost perfectly protected (see supplementary

material for etch profiles at �95 �C, �115 �C, and �120 �C).

Hence, upon lowering the chuck temperature (and thus rising

the pore filling degree), the material can gradually be pro-

tected, but on the other hand, the etch rate also decreases,

which can be deduced from the decreased etch depths with

lowering chuck temperature for the same etch time in Fig. 2.

To quantitatively evaluate the extent of damage at dif-

ferent chuck temperatures (and thus pore filling degrees), we

plot the average damage depth, or the so-called equivalent

damage layer (EDL), as a function of chuck temperature in

Fig. 3(a), as obtained from the experiments and simulations.

The same trend can be observed for both the experiments

FIG. 1. Cross-sectional images of narrow spacing trench profiles (30 nm

low-k line at a pitch of 180 nm) by SEM after plasma etching (left) and

0.5% dHF dip (right), at �50 �C (top) and �110 �C (bottom).

FIG. 2. Calculated trench profiles after

plasma etching for 160 s, at (a) �50 �C
(no pore filling), (b) �104 �C (15%

filling), and (c) �110 �C (50% filling).
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and the simulations. The EDL decreases monotonously upon

lowering the chuck temperature below �80 �C (i.e., the tem-

perature at which C4F8 starts to condense14) because C4F8

condenses inside the pores, which significantly reduces the

number of penetration channels between the pores. The EDL

values from both experiments and simulations become

extremely small when the temperature approaches �110 �C.

The condensed C4F8 is mainly removed by ion bom-

bardment, which explains why the etching takes place in the

vertical direction and not in the horizontal direction, as the

ions are accelerated by the electric field, arriving at the wafer

in the perpendicular direction, and thus, they mainly bom-

bard the trench bottom and not the sidewalls. In Fig. 3(b),

the etch rate is plotted as a function of chuck temperature, as

obtained from the experiments at a porosity of 46%, as well

as from the simulations at both porosities of 46% and 60%.

A good qualitative agreement is achieved between the exper-

imental and simulation results.

The variation in the etch rate upon decreasing the chuck

temperature can be generally divided into 3 segments, as

shown in Fig. 3(b): from �50 �C to �80 �C, from �80 �C to

�102 �C, and from �102 �C to �120 �C. Between �50 �C
and �80 �C, the etch rate is nearly constant, as there is virtu-

ally no filling inside the pores. The slight change in the etch

rate is because of the variation in fluxes of the plasma species

arriving at the wafer at different chuck temperatures. Between

�80 �C and �102 �C, the pores are gradually filled to a cer-

tain degree. Since the filling should first be removed by ion

sputtering before etching can take place, the etch rate is thus

reduced. However, the filling degree is still quite small

(<15%) within this temperature range, and so, the reduced

connectivity between the pores can still be quite easily

repaired and the total etch rate decreases only moderately.

Between �102 �C and�120 �C, the degree of filling increases

from 15% to 100%, and the more significant drop in the etch

rate upon lowering the chuck temperature is largely attributed

to the more difficult removal of the filling inside the pores.

Meanwhile, the variation of plasma characteristics (see below)

also affects the etch rate to a certain degree.

To better understand the responsible mechanisms and

plasma behavior in cryogenic etching, we further examine the

distributions of plasma species (F and C2F4) and ion energy

bombarding of the wafer at �50 �C and�120 �C in Fig. 4.

Both F and C2F4 reach a maximum density near the coil

at both temperatures of �50 �C and �120 �C. This is because

of the strongest electromagnetic field at this position, and

consequently, most ionization and dissociation reactions take

place here. However, the gas number density becomes higher

at lower gas temperature (following the ideal gas law), which

can induce a higher collision frequency, and therefore, a

somewhat higher F and C2F4 density appears above the bot-

tom electrode at �120 �C (see yellow color). Since the C2F4

molecules have a much higher mass than the F atoms, they

will not be so much affected by diffusion, and therefore, the

increase in the C2F4 concentration above the bottom elec-

trode is a bit more pronounced. This induces a 17% increase

for the F flux vs. 32% increase for the C2F4 flux to the wafer

at �120 �C. Although F is the main reactive etching species,

C2F4 contributes to the passivation layer on the material and

the etching only occurs after removing this passivation layer

by reactions with F atoms and ion sputtering.22 Therefore,

the relatively high increase in C2F4 flux with lower tempera-

ture may also reduce the etch rate. Furthermore, the higher

concentration of all neutrals enhances the collision frequency

between the species above the wafer at low temperature,

which induces a smaller self-bias. Indeed, the self-bias is

always lower in a collisional plasma than in a collisionless

plasma.23 Consequently, there is a drop of almost 20 eV in

the ion energy. This also contributes a bit to the lower etch

rate.

In conclusion, we have explored the evolution of plasma

damage inside a porous material as a function of chuck tem-

perature and the responsible protection mechanism by cryo-

genic etching. The results of the numerical model are in very

good agreement with the experimental data, and so, the

model allows us to provide insight into the protection strat-

egy of porous material processing. The interconnected

porous network acts as a penetration channel for the radicals,

which causes deep damage into the material stucture, and it

can even destroy the dielectric spacing, leading to structure

loss. When lowering the chuck temperature, the C4F8 gas

used for pore stuffing gradually condenses inside the porous

material and fills the pores. This pore filling can mitigate the

PID at the sidewalls and also reduce the connectivity between

the pores, i.e., the penetration channels of the radicals, which

decreases the damage depth into the material. When the pore

filling degree reaches 50%, the porous material starts to

become well protected. However, since the filling first needs

to be removed by ion sputtering before etching can proceed,

the etch rate is also significantly reduced upon lowering the

chuck temperature. Therefore, a chuck temperature of around

FIG. 3. (a) Equivalent damage layer (EDL) obtained from the experiments

using Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy and from the simulations by

averaging the damage depth along the trench sidewall; (b) experimental etch

rate at a porosity of 46% (derived from Ref. 14) and obtained from the simu-

lations at porosities of 46% and 60%.
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�104 �C might be more beneficial, as it yields limited dam-

age (in spite of the moderate filling degree of 15%), while

still allowing significant etching. Meanwhile, the distributions

of plasma species and consequently the neutral fluxes and ion

energy are affected by the cryogenic temperature, which also

lowers the etch rate. These insights into the plasma behavior

and the etch evolution help us to understand the fundamental

mechanisms in cryogenic etching.

See supplementary material for the more experimental

and model details.
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